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   BOUNDLESS DEVELOPMENT


We believe in development without limits.
 Softia transforms business challenges into growth and scalability. We enhance our client’s business expansion by bringing together breakthrough tech solutions and outstanding teams dedicated to excellent software development.
 Boundless development means smart tech solutions, reliable partnerships based on mutual trust, and a constant strive for progress through technology.

 See More



 Who we are


We are a customer-centric technology company, dedicated to developing enterprise software that addresses real-life challenges. With a passion for quality, we are skilled craftsmen proficient in various tools of our trade, including PHP, JavaScript, Java, Kotlin, Swift, Python, .NET Core, and Docker.

Our clients choose us for a reason. We are known for delivering on our promises, precisely when we say we will. With unwavering dedication to the highest quality standards, we consistently exceed expectations, earning the trust and loyalty of our clients and team members alike.

 Learn More

Why Clients Choose Us and Team Members Stay?
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We deliver on our commitments.
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We deliver on time, every time.
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We maintain the highest quality standards, consistently.





 Learn More
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WHY SOFTIA
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COMPLEX & INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Softia's experts conduct thorough business and technical analyses to determine the most suitable software approach and technology solutions for your needs.






PROVEN SUCCESS & DELIVERY
Our team has a track record of developing and delivering successful solutions that serve millions of active users. We take pride in maintaining and evolving these solutions over time.







ONE STOP SHOP SERVICES
Softia offers a team of experts with diverse skills covering the full spectrum of software development. We provide all the necessary services to create successful and high-quality software applications.






LONG TERM PARTNERSHIP
Our commitment to building solid bridges between engineers and clients ensures clarity, stability, and predictability in our partnerships. We take great pride in maintaining long-term relationships with our clients.






The quality of our final products, their scalability, and the positive impact they have on users' lives are the true measures of our software initiatives. While our solutions span various industries, our clients consistently share a common conclusion - Softia delivers.




 Read More



Public Eye
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 Boundless Development SERVICES
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WEB DEVELOPMENT


Whether you have a vision or need assistance brainstorming ideas, we are here to transform your website or bring your dream application to life. We believe in turning your business challenges into opportunities for growth and scalability.


 Find out more
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MOBILE DEVELOPMENT


Mobile Applications adoption has become an integral part of today's world businesses. Our holistic approach ensures that your products function flawlessly on desktops, tablets, and phones, regardless of your existing tech stack.


 Find out more
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE


Unleash the power of AI with Softia. Our advanced solutions harness existing data for smarter decision-making. From sentiment analysis and customer satisfaction to natural language chatbots and image organization, our AI capabilities redefine possibilities.


 Find out more
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INTERNET OF THINGS


Drawing from our extensive work in the multi-family housing industry, Softia brings a wealth of experience in IoT solutions. We have successfully assisted large apartment communities in controlling security, utilities, and amenities to enhance the living experience for residents and co-working space subscribers.


 Find out more


 Find out more

 Find out more

 Find out more

 Find out more



EXPERTISE


We take pride in our team's ability to tackle intricate projects while continuously seeking innovation opportunities. We stay at the forefront of emerging technologies, leveraging their potential to deliver exceptional value beyond code. Our culture fosters exploration, learning, and growth, empowering team members to experiment and thrive on feedback loops.
We prioritize staying up to date with the latest technologies. Our dedicated engineering team remains steadfast in aligning our software with coding standards, best practices, and high-performance algorithms and design patterns. This ensures that our solutions are optimized for efficiency and quality, delivering the best possible outcomes for our clients.


 Find out more

WEB DEVELOPMENT
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FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT
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BACK-END DEVELOPMENT
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MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
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INTERNET OF THINGS
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BIGDATA
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DEVOPS
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E-COMMERCE
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DATABASE
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CLOUD SOLUTIONS
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GRAPHIC DESIGN
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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 HOW WE WORK
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DEDICATED TEAMS


Partner with Softia’s dedicated teams to bring your ideas to life. From R&D to Production, our Agile and Self-Managed approach ensures continuous progress. Our team of engineers is fully dedicated to your project, adhering to strict coding standards and practices, and driving your software forward.

 Learn more
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TEAM EXTENSIONS


Overcome the challenges of limited budgets and engineering capacity with Softia’s Team Extensions. Our skilled engineers seamlessly join your team, aligning with your processes and expanding your engineering capabilities. With our logistical support, access experienced and engaged talents dedicated to your projects.

 Learn more
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SOFTWARE CONSULTING


Rely on Softia’s experts to overcome your projects’ technical challenges. Our software consulting services ensure well-executed solutions ready for scalability. From custom software development to DevOps services, application audits, profiling, benchmarking, and server administration, we deliver comprehensive support to meet your specific needs.

 Learn more


 Learn more

 Learn more

 Learn more



SOFTIA TEAM


Softia thrives on our team's intrinsic curiosity and persistent drive, shaping our company's essence. We are deeply proud of our team's remarkable talent in delivering complex projects, but it goes beyond mere coding. We constantly strive to uncover innovative opportunities, harness cutting-edge technologies, and provide unparalleled value to our clients.
We at Softia foster not just partnerships but also meaningful friendships. We cherish the bonds we create with our clients and actively encourage and reward the power of innovative and creative thinking. We forge lasting partnerships extending far beyond the project by embracing fresh perspectives. We understand that building solid relationships is as essential as delivering outstanding solutions.
We are committed to continuous learning and growth, allowing us to navigate the ever-changing technological landscape with confidence and expertise.


 What we do
 Join us






 CONTACT US
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DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA OR A PROJECT? GET IN TOUCH!






       

  

  


  

  


  










DETAILS
For additional information about our services or a project who requires high attention, you can contact us using the following details:
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Address: Soseaua Virtutii, nr. 19D, sector 6, Bucuresti
Phone: +40 (745) 031 713
Email: office@softia.ro
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Looking for a job?


You're in luck!
 We're hiring so check out our open positions.
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 See Jobs







LEGAL COMPANY INFORMATION
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SOFTIA Web S.R.L.
VAT Number: RO35660441
Registration Number: J36/64/2016
Address: Soseaua Virtutii, nr. 19D, sector 6, Bucuresti
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ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 27001:2017
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